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ABSTRACT

Amino-terminated oligoglycine two-dimensional (2D) peptide self-assemblies (known as tectomers) have a versatile surface chemistry that allows them to interact with a variety of nanomaterials and to act as supramolecular adhesives for surface functionalization. Here, we have exploited the strong hydrogen-bond based interaction between tectomers and graphene oxide (GO) to functionalize GO fiber surfaces with different carbon nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes, carbon nanohorns, carbon nanocones, and highly fluorescent nanodiamonds), metal (gold, platinum, iron) nanoparticles, acrylate-based polymer nanoparticles, fluorophores and drugs. The resulting ultrathin coatings exhibit remarkable water resistant properties. This tectomer-mediated fiber decoration strategy allows coating functionalities to be tailored by choosing the appropriate nanomaterials or other molecules. We show that this strategy can be extended to other fibers and fabrics, such as polyurethane/PEDOT:PSS, poly(methyl methacrylate) and polyester, making it very attractive for a variety of technological and smart textile applications.

1. Introduction

The versatile surface chemistry of bioinspired polymers and biomolecules such as polydopamine [1,2], chitosan [3-6], or Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptides [7,8], allows them to exhibit adhesive and binder properties suitable for the fabrication of functional coatings for a variety of biomedical (drug delivery, tissue engineering, cell adhesion, theranostics, surgical adhesives,...) and technological applications (such as in energy storage devices, in membrane separation technologies, in catalysis, or as reinforcement binders, to name a few) [9,10].
Functionalization of a range of substrates and surfaces can be achieved by the covalent functionalization of the coatings, or through the attachment or immobilization of nanoparticles, biomolecules, or cells using these adhesives.

Oligoglycines are examples of synthetic peptides with exceptional self-assembly capabilities. Amino-terminated oligoglycines non-covalently self-assemble into biocompatible, rigid two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures called tectomers [11,12], formed either in solution or in surface-promoted processes, stabilized by a cooperative hydrogen bond system. Tectomers have been successfully utilized to coat negatively-charged surfaces, such as mica [12,13] and bacteria membranes [14], and to viruses through oligoglycine glycosylation [15,16], and polymer fibers by covalent functionalization [17]. In recent years, our research group has explored the unique assembly features and versatile surface chemistry of tectomers, demonstrating tectomers as efficient pH-responsive 2D nanocarriers of anticancer drugs and fluorophores, making them extremely attractive for biosensing and therapeutic applications [18]. We also reported on the functionalization of transparent silver nanowire (AgNW) electrodes with tectomer nanosheets [19], where the tectomer coating markedly increases the overall electrode electrical conductivity through mechanical squeezing of wire-wire junctions in the AgNW network. The strong AgNW/tectomer interaction results from the donation of electron density from tectomer N atoms toward the wires. Moreover, these tectomer coatings provide enhanced electrode hydrophobicity and protect AgNW against oxidation and degradation when exposed to atmospheric conditions [19]. Also, we showed that 2D oligoglycine tectomers strongly interact with graphene oxide (GO) through hydrogen bond formation between the tectomer amino terminal groups and the epoxy- and hydroxyl groups of the GO basal plane, thus the interaction between both 2D materials is maximized in GO/tectomer hybrids [20]. On the other hand, the strong electrostatic
interactions between tectomer amino groups and the carboxylic acid groups of carboxylated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-COOH) lead to the formation of extensive, surface adaptive, ultrathin tectomer coatings on MWCNT-COOH and stable MWCNT-COOH/tectomer inks. Moreover, wettability studies conducted on tectomer-coated glass substrates showed that the deposited tectomer films provide enhanced hydrophobicity [20].

GO fibers are macroscopic GO layered assemblies that combine high mechanical strength and flexibility that allow them to be knitted into fabrics and complex 3D architectures [21-25]. Their unique, highly porous structure together with the electrical conductivity when reduced results in high electrochemical double layer capacitance, meaning that they can act as electrodes in energy storage devices integrated into flexible electronics, wearables and smart garments [26,27]. We exploited the strong affinity of tectomers for both MWCNT-COOH and GO, to coat wet-spun GO fibers with MWCNT-COOH using tectomers as an adhesive. We additionally showed that these tectomer-functionalized GO fibers can be used as 2D and ultimately 3D scaffolds, therefore providing interesting opportunities in tissue engineering, such as in vitro human cancer cell culture models [20].

Here, we present a simple method for GO fiber functionalization with a variety of nanomaterials and molecules, such as MWCNT-COOH, single-walled carbon nanohorns (SWCNH), carbon nanocones (CNC), highly fluorescent nanodiamonds (FND), metal nanoparticles (FeNP, AuNP, PtNP), polymeric nanoparticles, and fluorophores and drugs, that exploits the adhesive properties of tectomers. Our method allows fiber physicochemical properties to be easily fine-tuned, making it attractive for a range of technological and biomedical applications. We show that this tectomer-based surface decoration strategy can be extended to other kinds of fibers, including polyurethane/poly3,4-
ethylenedioxytiophene:poly(styrenesulfonate) (PU/PEDOT:PSS) composite fibers [28],
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) fiber, and polyester (PES) fibers and fabrics. Our results
demonstrate new uses for tectomers as versatile platforms for achieving robust coatings that are
critical for a range of technological- and smart textile applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Biantennary oligoglycine peptide C₈H₁₆(-CH₂-NH-Gly₅)₂·2HCl, purity > 95 %, was
supplied by PlasmaChem GmbH and used as received. Oligoglycine solutions in ultrapure water
(Siemens LaboStar DI/UV 2 system, resistivity: 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C) were prepared by bath
sonication (100 W Branson 2510 bath sonicator) for 3 min.

GO fibers were decorated with the following commercial carbon nanomaterials:
MWCNT-COOH (PlasmaChem GmbH, up to 20 nm in diameter, 3-15 walls, 1-10 μm in length,
purity >95%, and 18.0 wt. % oxygen, 70.5 wt. % carbon), CNC (n-TEC, produced by
hydrocarbon pyrolysis [29]), FND particles (Adámas Nanotechnologies, high brightness 3 ppm
of NV-minus centers, 100 nm average size, 1 mg·mL⁻¹ in DI water suspension), and SWCNH
(Carbonium S.r.l., 2-5 nm in diameter, 30-50 nm in length, forming dahlia-like aggregates ~100
nm in diameter, purity >99%, and ~0.5 at. %. Oxygen, produced without any catalyst, by rapid
condensation of small carbon clusters (C₂ and C₃) obtained by direct vaporization of graphite
[30]). Additionally, GO fibers were decorated with hydrophilic NP: PtNP (PlasmaChem GmbH,
4 nm, coated with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)), FeNP (PlasmaChem GmbH, ferromagnetic Fe-
state, 30 to 60 nm, with hydrophilic carbon shell containing hydroxy and carboxy-groups on the
surface), AuNP (13 nm, synthesized by reduction of tetrachloroauric acid (H[AuCl₄], Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999 %) with sodium citrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.0 %) [31], and acrylate-based polymer NP (PolymP-Active, provided by NanoMyP®). Coralyne chloride (2,3,10,11-tetramethoxy-8-methylisoquinolino[3,2-a]isoquinolinium chloride, 38989-38-7 CAS) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and was purified by recrystallization with methanol (spectroscopic grade). Coralyne was always kept in darkness and solutions were prepared prior for use.

GO fibers were wet-spun by coagulation of 5 mg·mL⁻¹ liquid crystalline GO dispersions in calcium chloride bath, rinsed with ethanol, and then dried in air under tension [24]. According to X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, the C:O atomic ratio for the GO material used was 2.01. GO fibers were reduced both thermally or chemically: thermal reduction was performed under vacuum at 240 °C during 12 h, while chemical reduction was achieved by exposure of GO fibers to hydrazine vapors at 80 °C for 3 h [22]. Fiber spinning of PU/PEDOT:PSS fibers, at 13 wt. % (PEDOT:PSS), was carried out by a wet-spinning method reported elsewhere [28]. Commercial PMMA optical fibers were purchased from Elenco Electronics Inc. and PES fabric was supplied by Kalenji. Two- and four-probe electrical resistance measurements were performed using a Keithley 2000 multimeter.

2.2. Fiber coating procedures

Typical tectomer coating experiments were performed by impregnation of ~2 cm long GO fibers in 3 mL of 1.0 mg·mL⁻¹ oligoglycine solution for 18 h. The tectomer coated fibers were then washed twice by immersion in 3 mL of ultrapure water, each time for 90 min, to remove the excess of tectomer non-specifically attached to the fiber, and then let to dry in air at room temperature.
Two different GO fiber decoration strategies were used: GO fibers were first coated with tectomers as mentioned above, and then in a second step impregnated in 3 mL of aqueous dispersions of the targeted nanomaterials for 3 h. The coated fibers were washed twice by immersion in 3 mL of ultrapure water, each time for 90 min, and then let to dry in air at room temperature. Hence, tectomers act as supramolecular adhesives, able to interact on one side with the GO fiber surface and on the opposite side with the nanomaterials in solution. Alternatively, GO fibers were coated with the tectomer hybrids of the different nanomaterials in a single step by impregnation for 18 h in aqueous dispersions of the tectomer/nanomaterial hybrids. This one-step approach was performed for GO fiber decoration with highly hydrophobic nanomaterials, such as SWCNH and CNC, that poorly disperse in water, so that tectomers combine their adhesive properties and their ability to assist in the dispersion of these nanomaterials in water. The one-step procedure was also followed for FeNP, which has a high tendency to aggregate in aqueous solutions in the absence of tectomers. Each coating step was followed by washing the fibers twice in 3 mL of ultrapure water, each time for 90 min, to remove non-specifically bound materials and to assess the stability of the coatings. These fiber coating procedures were also applied to rGO and PU/PEDOT:PSS fibers, as well as to commercial PMMA fibers and PES fibers.

2.3. Electron microscopy characterization

Transmission electron microscopes (TEM, Tecnai T20 and Tecnai F30, FEI, operating at 200 and 300 KV, respectively) were used to characterize tectomer structures and their interaction with different nanomaterials. During sample preparation, a drop of aqueous dispersions of the materials used was placed onto carbon coated copper grids, the sample excess was wicked away by means of a kinwipe and allowed to dry under ambient conditions. Prior to TEM imaging, the
samples on the grids were placed in a O$_2$-Ar (20% O$_2$) plasma cleaner (Fischione, Model 1020) for 5-10 s to remove organic (hydrocarbon) contamination.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization was performed with an Inspect F50 field emission SEM microscope (FEI). Non-conductive PMMA fibers and PES fabrics were coated with a 14 nm thick Pd layer by sputtering. Combining backscattered electron (BSE) imaging and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), we obtained a qualitative estimation of the amount of metal nanoparticles attached on the tectomer-treated fibers.

2.4. Conductive atomic force microscopy characterization

rGO fibers placed over Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) substrates were glued by silver paint at the edges of the fiber to restrict any rotation/displacement during conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. The edges of the ITO substrate were coated with silver paint to establish good electrical connection with the AFM (Bruker ScanAsist) stage. Conductive probes (silicon nitride coated with Pt/Ir, model: PF-TUNA, Kn = 0.6 N m$^{-1}$ and 0.3 N m$^{-1}$ from Bruker) were used in the measurement. TUNA measurement, a term coined by the equipment manufacturer (Bruker), is a hybrid of conductive AFM-STM measurement associated with tunneling atomic force microscopy. AFM measurements were carried out in the Peak-force TUNA mode at a fixed sample bias of 500 mV and the distribution of the conductive regions were hence recorded. TUNA allows a tunnelling current to be obtained from a nanosharp tip attached to a cantilever while simultaneously moving the tip across the sample surface to measure topographical data. In our conductive measurement, TUNA was combined with a sensitive feedback control mechanism, termed PeakForce by the manufacturers (Bruker) that regulates interactions between the conductive AFM tip and the sample across which emitted
electrons must travel. PeakForce is a non-harmonic feedback system in which force curves are taken regularly along a scan-line allowing the feedback parameter (the interaction force between tip and sample surface) to be kept at a set-point (1.2 nN). Comprehensive details of the PF-TUNA measurement system are available elsewhere [32].

2.5. Confocal fluorescence and brightfield microscopy

Oligoglycine solutions containing fluorophores (coralyne and FND) were analyzed by optical microscopy. Confocal fluorescence and brightfield images were obtained using a Leica SP5 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with spectral HyD detectors. Acquisition was performed using a 63X 1.4 NA HCX PL APO oil immersion objective allowing fluorescence to be captured as discrete ~600 nm optical sections. Adjustments to the spectral emission detection window allowed loaded fluorophore self-assemblies to be distinguished from background fluorescence in solution. The following excitation and emission conditions were used: Coralyn = Ex 405 nm/Em 523-571 nm, FND = Ex 514 nm /Em 620-795 nm. We confirmed that peptide samples in absence of fluorophore did not emit detectable levels of fluorescence under these conditions. Images of GO fibers coated with the different fluorophores were obtained using a lower magnification 10x 0.40 NA HCL PL APO CS dry objective. Images are shown as either single sections or maximum projections of multiple optical sections.

2.6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on aqueous solutions dried on Al foil using an ESCA Plus Omicron spectrometer provided with an Al anode (1486.7 eV) working at 225 W (15 mA, 15 kV). When required, binding energy (BE) positions were corrected by
setting the aromatic C 1s component at a BE of 284.5 eV or sp$^3$ carbon at 284.8 eV. CASA software was used for the peak deconvolution and Shirley type baseline correction was applied.

3. Results and discussion

Wet-spun GO fibers were \(~\)60 micrometers in diameter (Fig. 1(a, b)). SEM image of the cross-section of GO fiber is shown Fig. 1(c, d), revealing GO sheet planes that are oriented along the fiber axis.

![SEM images of wet spun GO fibers, \(~\)60 \(\mu\)m average diameter (a), GO fiber surface morphology (b), and cross-section (c, d).](image)

**Fig. 1.** SEM images of wet spun GO fibers, \(~\)60 \(\mu\)m average diameter (a), GO fiber surface morphology (b), and cross-section (c, d).
The molecular structure of biantennary oligoglycine together with the scheme of its 2D tectomer assemblies are shown in Fig. 2(a). TEM and AFM studies revealed that biantennary oligoglycines assemble into micrometer sized, atomically smooth single-layered platelets, with an average thickness of 5.6 nm [18]. Fig. 2(b) shows tectomer platelets attached to the GO fiber surface. Tectomers strongly interact with GO through hydrogen bond formation between the tectomer amino terminal groups and the oxygen functional groups of the GO basal plane [20]. These tectomer coatings exhibit remarkable water resistant properties to thorough water washing procedures.
Fig. 2. Molecular structures of biantennary oligoglycine, and scheme showing association of 2D self-assemblies (tectomers), stabilized by extensive networks of hydrogen bonds between the antennae (a). SEM images of tectomer coatings on a GO fiber (b).

GO fiber reduction leads to increased fiber electrical conductivity, lower GO sheet $d$-spacing and decreased porosity [27]. As mentioned above, GO fibers were reduced both thermally and chemically, and conductivity values of these fibers were respectively $\sigma = 5 \text{ S}\cdot\text{cm}^{-1}$ and $\sigma = 100 \text{ S}\cdot\text{cm}^{-1}$, indicating that the chemical reduction is more effective [33]. Tectomer coatings obtained for rGO fibers (Fig. S1) were similar to those of GO fibers (Fig. 2(b)), in spite of the lower amount of oxygen functional groups on the rGO fiber surface. Additionally, electron density donation from amino groups in tectomers to the $\pi$ system of rGO comes into play. We verified that rGO fiber electrical conductivity was unaffected by tectomer coating, even when immersed in tectomer solutions.

3.1. Decoration of GO fibers with carbon nanomaterials

Strong electrostatic interactions occur between tectomers and MWCNT-COOH, leading to the formation of soluble aqueous MWCNT-COOH/tectomer inks, where tectomers extensively coat MWCNT-COOH [20]. Electrostatic interaction between the positive charges of protonated tectomer amino groups and the negative charges of carboxylic groups leads to a curvature in the tectomer assembly resulting in adaptive coatings around the carbon nanotubes (CNT). We also observed that GO fibers easily disassemble and fall apart upon direct immersion in aqueous MWCNT-COOH dispersions, due to the well-known affinity between CNT and GO.
However, in the presence of tectomers, GO fibers can be coated with MWCNT-COOH, as tectomers act as protective adhesive layer [20].

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of a chemically reduced rGO fiber coated with MWCNT-COOH by direct immersion in a 1 mg·mL⁻¹ MWCNT-COOH dispersion (a, c), or by a two-step procedure, first coated with tectomers by immersion in 1 mg·mL⁻¹ oligoglycine solution, and then impregnated in a 1 mg·mL⁻¹ MWCNT-COOH dispersion (b, d). Insets in (c, d) show a higher density of MWCNT-COOH on the fiber surface upon direct immersion in the MWCNT-COOH dispersion, however this impregnation process leads to partial fiber damage (a).
On the other hand, we verified that direct immersion of rGO fibers in aqueous MWCNT-COOH dispersions in absence of tectomers still leads to significant damage on the fibers, though they are not completely destroyed (Fig. 3(a)). As mentioned above, the lower content in oxygen functional groups in rGO leads to a drastic decrease in $d$-spacings of GO sheets [27], resulting in a higher structural stability than GO fibers. Fig. 3(d) shows a somewhat lower density of MWCNT-COOH on the fiber surface than Fig. 3(c), however the fibers are not damaged due to tectomer protection (Fig. 3(b)). The facile, soft chemistry procedure for CNT functionalization of GO fibers described here can be considered as an alternative to other strategies for CNT fiber decoration [20]. Conductive AFM measurements were performed to gain insights into the electrical properties of the fiber coatings. The maximum current intensity values for the MWCNT-COOH/tectomer coated rGO fiber (Fig. 4(b)) and for the MWCNT-COOH coated rGO fiber (Fig. 4(c)) were similar, showing a 2-fold increase versus the value measured for the uncoated rGO fiber (Fig. 4(a)).
Fig. 4. Topography and conducting AFM (PeakForce tapping) images: rGO fiber (a), rGO fiber coated with MWCNT-COOH/tectomer (b), and rGO fiber coated with MWCNT-COOH (c). All topography and peakforce TUNA current images were carried out at fixed DC bias voltage (500 mV) applied to the sample. The brighter colors correspond to higher height in topography and higher conductive regions in the current map, confirmed by their corresponding line profile. MWCNT-COOH/tectomer and MWCNT-COOH coated rGO fibers provide higher current values (pA) when compared to that of the uncoated rGO fiber (2-fold increase).

The nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) defects of fluorescent nanodiamonds (FND) are responsible for their red/near-infrared fluorescence properties. These non-photo-bleaching nanoparticles are attractive for in vitro and in vivo fluorescence imaging [35]. In this work we used high brightness, 100 nm average size FND. These nanoparticles have abundant oxygen functional groups on the surface and attach well to tectomers, as confirmed by TEM (Fig. 5(a, b)), bright-field (Fig. 5(c)), SEM (Fig. 5(d)) and confocal fluorescence images (Fig. 5(e)). The concentration of FND in tectomers allowed measurement of their intense fluorescence emission spectrum, showing a maximum at 680 nm (Fig. S2). As in the case of MWCNT-COOH, direct immersion of GO fibers in a FND dispersion leads to the destruction of the fiber (Fig. S3), due to the strong interaction between FND and GO. Again, tectomers can act as a protective adhesive, allowing FND decoration of GO fibers while maintaining their structure. The fluorescence properties of FND decorated GO fibers are shown in Fig. 5(f).
Fig. 5. TEM (a, b), bright-field microscopy (c), SEM (d), and confocal fluorescence microscopy (e) images corresponding to 0.25 mg·mL$^{-1}$ FND/1 mg mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine dispersions in water. These images show FND attached to tectomer platelets, suggesting strong FND/tectomer interaction. Confocal fluorescence image of a GO fiber, first coated with tectomers, and then impregnated in a 0.25 mg mL$^{-1}$ FND dispersion (f), showing that FND provides fluorescence functions to the GO fiber. Due to the 3D structure of the fiber, all FND on the fiber surface cannot be simultaneously excited in a single optical section image.
GO fibers were also decorated with SWCNH dahlias. Based on their physical and textural properties, such as high specific surface, high mechanical strength and high electrical and thermal conductivity, SWCNH have been studied for various potential applications [36,37]. SWCNH are highly hydrophobic and oxidation treatments are commonly needed to obtain stable aqueous SWCNH dispersions. However, we found out that tectomers assist SWCNH dispersibility in an aqueous SWCNH/tectomer mixture with only gentle agitation (Fig. 6(a)). The obtained dispersions remain stable for several months. A XPS study was performed to gain further insights into the nature of the interaction between tectomers and SWCNH. The N 1s XPS core level regions are compared in Fig. 6(b). As only the oligoglycine molecule contains nitrogen, changes in N 1s XPS spectra can be interpreted in terms of the established interactions by tectomers. The peak at 399.6 eV, corresponds to the nitrogen atoms in the oligoglycine antennae in tectomers. The shift towards higher BE in the presence of SWCNH (1.2 eV) suggests donation of electron density from amino groups in tectomers to the π system of SWCNH, in a similar manner to the electron donation from amines to CNT sidewalls described in the literature [38,39]. TEM images show that SWCNH were not embedded in tectomers but lying on the tectomer surface (Fig. 6(c, d)), in contrast to what we observed for MWCNT-COOH/tectomer hybrids, as the negatively charged carboxylic groups in MWCNT-COOH establish additional electrostatic interactions with positively charged protonated amino groups in tectomers, which favors tectomer platelet curvature resulting in adaptive coatings around MWCNT-COOH [20]. As a consequence, the large surface area and porosity of SWCNH should not be compromised in the resulting SWCNH/tectomer hybrids and coatings. Fig. 6(e, f) shows that GO fiber immersion
in these SWCNH/tectomer hybrid dispersions results in extensive thin SWCNH coatings that resisted thorough water washing procedures.
**Fig. 6.** Picture (a) shows that SWCNH are non-soluble in water, but tectomers (T) remarkably improve SWCNH dispersion in water by simply manually agitating a 0.5 mg·mL$^{-1}$ SWCNH/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine mixture in water. These dispersions are stable for several months. Comparison of high resolution N 1s XPS spectra of tectomers and SWCNH/tectomer hybrids (b). TEM characterization of SWCNH material (c), and of 0.5 mg·mL$^{-1}$ SWCNH/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine dispersion in water (d). SEM images of SWCNH/tectomer decorated GO fiber (e, f).

CNC materials comprise both cone- and disc-shaped particles. CNC consist of several nanometer thick layers of stacked graphene sheets, that in the case of cones can be considered 3D microparticles, whose height and radius are of the same order of magnitude [40]. We found that tectomers assist dispersion of highly hydrophobic CNC (Fig. 7(a)) by means of a similar interaction to that described above for SWCNH. Thus, N 1s XPS spectra (Fig. 7(b)) exhibit a shift (1.6 eV) towards higher EB, that can also be explained by charge transfer of amine groups to the $\pi$ system of CNC. The larger shift in XPS spectra for CNC than for SWCNH suggests a stronger interaction in the case of CNC, as the interfacial interaction per unit area with tectomers will be maximized due to the more planar structure of CNC (Fig. 7(c, d)). However, in this case, the larger size of particles in CNC leads to complete precipitation of CNC/tectomer hybrids after ~24 hours. (Fig. S4). Extensive CNC coating of GO fibers was obtained after immersion of the fiber in a CNC/tectomer solution, followed by washing with water (Fig. 7(e, f)).
Fig. 7. Picture (s) shows that CNC are non-soluble in water, but tectomers (T) assist CNC dispersion in water by simply manually agitating a 0.5 mg·mL$^{-1}$ CNC/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine mixture in water. These dispersions are however not stable and fall out of solution over time (Fig. S4). Comparison of high resolution N 1s XPS spectra of tectomers and CNC/tectomer hybrids (b). TEM micrographs of CNC material (c), and 0.5 mg·mL$^{-1}$ CNC/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine dispersion in water (d). SEM images of CNC/tectomer decorated GO fiber (e, f).

3.2. Decoration of GO fibers with metal and polymer nanoparticles

Metal NP coatings provide attractive functionalities for textiles and other substrates. As an example, AuNP coatings impart antibacterial, UV-blocking, colorfastness to washing and light irradiation, and increase thermal conductivity to common textiles [41-43]. On the other hand, PtNP immobilization on fiber surfaces and coatings has been exploited for catalyst, solar cell, and antibacterial applications [44-48]. Fiber impregnation with FeNP provides magnetic and antifungal functions to garments, and can be used in photocatalysis and for magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in biomedical applications [49-51].
Fig. 8. Pictures showing 0.05 mg·mL$^{-1}$ AuNP (red) and 0.05 mg·mL$^{-1}$ AuNP/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine (blue) dispersions in water (AuNP/T), and evolution with time, leading to AuNP/tectomer precipitation due to neutralization of citrated AuNP charges by the protonated tectomer amino terminal groups in the AuNP/tectomer hybrid formation (a). Comparison of high resolution N 1s XPS spectra of tectomers and their corresponding hybrids with AuNP (b). TEM micrographs show AuNP/tectomer hybrids, where AuNP are only attached to tectomer platelets and not on the TEM grids (c, d), which highlights the strong AuNP/tectomer affinity. SEM images of AuNP- and AuNP/tectomer decorated GO fibers (e) and (f), respectively, showing that the adhesive properties of tectomers favors AuNP immobilization, leading to a higher AuNP density on the GO fiber surface, which is confirmed by EDS analysis (Fig. S5).

In order to evaluate the feasibility of metal NP decoration of GO fibers and fabrics using the adhesive properties of tectomers, we tested hydrophilic AuNP (Fig. 8), PtNP (Fig. 9) and FeNP (Fig. 10). While all tested NP exhibited strong tectomer interactions, particle size and the nature of the coatings dictated NP/tectomer hybrid stability in solution. AuNP bear a negative charge due to adsorbed citrate molecules on their surface and, therefore, effectively attach to tectomers by electrostatic interactions with protonated amino groups. Indeed, the addition of tectomer solution makes the red AuNP solutions turn blue (Fig. 8(a)) and aggregation occurs due to neutralization of the citrate charges around AuNP, resulting in Au/tectomer precipitate and a clear supernatant. These observations indicate the strong AuNP/tectomer interaction, which was
further confirmed by TEM (Fig. 8(c, d)). Hybridization of tectomers with PVP functionalized PtNP through hydrogen bond formation, however, led to the formation of stable PtNP/tectomer hybrid aqueous dispersions. Likewise, we observed that binding tectomers to FeNP further assisted FeNP dispersion, preventing FeNP aggregation and keeping FeNP in solution for several months. Here, interactions both with carboxy and hydroxy-groups on the carbon shell of FeNP come into play. High resolution N 1s XPS spectra of tectomer and AuNP/tectomer- or FeNP/tectomer hybrids are compared in Figs. 8(b) and 10(b), respectively. The peak at 399.6 eV corresponds to the nitrogen atoms in the oligoglycine antennae in tectomers. The 0.4 eV shift to lower BE, both in the AuNP/tectomer- and FeNP/tectomer hybrids spectra, suggests donation of electron density from oxygen groups in metal NP coatings to the amino groups in tectomers. A similar shift to lower BE (0.3 eV) was measured for GO/tectomer hybrids [20]. The N 1s XPS signal of tectomers is overlapped with that corresponding to the PVP coatings in PtNP, so the shift cannot be studied for PtNP/tectomer hybrids. On the other hand, the peak at 401.0 eV in tectomers, which can be assigned to the protonated amino groups (NH$_3^+$), disappears in the metal NP/tectomer hybrids, which also can be explained by the donation of electron density from oxygen groups in metal NP coatings to tectomers. Moreover, according to high resolution Au 4f and Fe 2p XPS spectra (Fig. S6), shifts to higher BE in the metal NP/tectomer hybrids suggest that oxygen atoms in the metal NP coatings borrow electron density from the more electropositive metal atoms.

GO fibers were decorated with metal NP by immersion of tectomer-coated GO fibers in AuNP and PtNP dispersions (Figs. 8(f) and 9(d, f), respectively). However, FeNP GO fiber decoration was performed by direct immersion in FeNP/tectomer dispersion, rather than the two step method, due to the poor stability of FeNP dispersions in water (Fig. 10(a)). Tectomers
provided enhanced NP adhesion and water resistant properties, which was confirmed by EDS analysis (Figs. S5 and S7).

**Fig. 9.** TEM micrographs corresponding to 4 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) PtNP/1 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) oligoglycine dispersions in water (a, b). SEM images of PtNP- and PtNP/tectomer decorated GO fibers, (c) and (d), respectively. BSE imaging of PtNP- and PtNP/tectomer decorated GO fibers, (e) and (f), respectively. These images show that PtNP immobilization on
GO fiber surface is significantly increased by means of tectomer adhesive properties, which was confirmed by EDS analysis (Fig. S7).
Fig. 10. Picture showing that tectomers (T) assist FeNP dispersion in aqueous solution, preventing nanoparticle aggregation and leading to stable FeNP/tectomer dispersions (a). Comparison of high resolution N 1s XPS spectra of tectomers and their corresponding hybrids with FeNP (b). TEM (c) and SEM (d) micrographs corresponding to 0.2 mg·mL$^{-1}$ FeNP/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine dispersions in water, showing FeNP attached on tectomer platelets. SEM images of FeNP- and FeNP/tectomer decorated GO fibers, (e) and (f), respectively; BSE imaging of FeNP- and FeNP/tectomer decorated GO fibers, (g) and (h), respectively. These images show that FeNP immobilization on GO fiber surface is significantly increased by means of tectomer adhesive properties.

Citrate-coated AuNP are commonly used for the synthesis of AuNP/nanocarbon hybrids [52]. For MWCNT-COOH, electrostatic repulsion between negative charges is detrimental for the formation of these hybrids, preventing the AuNP attachment to the MWCNT-COOH sidewalls (Fig. S8(a, c)). However, AuNP immobilization can be achieved by simply mixing AuNP dispersions with MWCNT-COOH/tectomer inks (Fig. S8(b, d)), due to the favorable interactions established between negatively-charged citrate groups in AuNP and the positively-charged protonated amino groups in the MWCNT-COOH/tectomer hybrids. Likewise, MWCNT-COOH/tectomer coated GO fibers were decorated with AuNP, as shown in (Fig. S8(e, f)). The hybrids shown here may be used for electrochemical biosensor applications similar to those already reported for AuNP/MWCNT-COOH/polydopamine hybrids [53]. On the other hand, this ability of tectomers to stick to both MWCNT-COOH and AuNP can be extended to
the synthesis of other metal NP/MWCNT-COOH hybrids, and might be of interest for catalysis applications [2].

Acrylate-based polymers form uniform and spherical (∼160 nm in diameter) NP with a high concentration of COOH groups. Such NP have been used as nanocarriers for dental applications by complexing them with metal cations, such as Ca$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ [54]. We expected that the oxygen functional groups on the polymer NP surface would enable strong interactions with tectomer amino terminal groups. We confirmed that tectomers conform and wrap around polymer NP (Fig. 11(a, b)). Moreover, we found that the amount of polymer NP decorating GO fibers was significantly increased using the adhesive properties of tectomers (Fig. 11(c, d)). Polymer NP are immobilized as thin, water resistant NP coatings.
Fig. 11. TEM (a) and SEM (b) images corresponding to 0.25 mg·mL$^{-1}$ acrylated-based polymer NP/1 mg·mL$^{-1}$ oligoglycine aqueous solution. SEM images of polymer NP- and polymer NP/tectomer decorated GO fibers, (c) and (d), respectively, showing that polymer nanoparticles immobilization on GO fiber surface is significantly increased by means of the adhesive properties of tectomers.

3.3. Decoration of GO fibers with drugs and fluorophores

The efficient loading capability of tectomer nanocarriers of the fluorescent anticancer drug coralyne in solution was demonstrated by our group in a previous work [18]. The incorporation of drugs and active ingredients in fibers and fabrics has already made an impact in the marketplace, from the fabrication of wound dressings to smart textiles [55-59]. Now we tested if we could immobilize coralyne on the surface of GO fibers by immersion in an aqueous solution of coralyne-loaded tectomers. Confocal fluorescence microscopy shows that coralyne was more efficiently attached to GO fibers by means of the adhesive properties of tectomers and resisted water washing procedures (Fig. 12(a, b)). A number of interesting drug delivery and imaging applications could be envisaged for these coralyne-coated GO fibers and could be extended to other fluorescent drugs and dyes.
Fig. 12. Fluorescent drug coralyne immobilization on GO fibers. Comparison of fluorescence properties for GO fibers immersed in a 15 µg·mL⁻¹ drug solution (a) and in a 15 µg·mL⁻¹ drug/1 mg·mL⁻¹ oligoglycine solution (b), under the same experimental conditions. Confocal fluorescence images show higher coralyne concentration when fiber impregnation was performed with drug-loaded tectomers, which efficiently attach to GO fibers and resist water washing procedures.

3.4. Nanomaterial decoration of other fibers

The use of tectomer adhesives for surface functionalization can be extended to other fibers and substrates. We used this approach for the functionalization of PU/PEDOT:PSS (Figs. 13, 14 and S9), PMMA (Fig. S10), and PES fibers (Fig. 15). Strain-responsive PU/PEDOT:PSS
elastomeric composite fibers with high electrical conductivity offer great potential for applications in motion sensing, biomedical monitoring and stretchable electronics [60,61]. PU/PEDOT:PSS fibers at 13 wt. % (PEDOT:PSS), ∼50 µm in diameter (Fig. 13(a, b)), exhibit electrical conductivity of up to ∼10 S·cm⁻¹, and outstanding mechanical properties [28]. These fibers can be efficiently coated by tectomers (Fig. 13(c, d)).

Fig. 13. SEM image of ∼50 nm average diameter PU/PEDOT:PSS fiber (a, b). SEM images of tectomer coatings on these fibers (c, d).
Fig. 14. SEM characterization of AuNP- and AuNP/tectomer decorated PU/PEDOT:PSS fiber (a) and (b), respectively; BSE imaging of AuNP- and AuNP/tectomer decorated PU/PEDOT:PSS fiber (c) and (d), respectively. These
images show that adhesive properties of tectomers favors AuNP immobilization leading to a higher AuNP concentration on the PU/PEDOT:PSS fiber surface, which was confirmed by EDS analysis (Fig. S9). SEM images of SWCNH/tectomer decorated PU/PEDOT:PSS fiber (e, f).

We also exploited the adhesive properties of tectomers to coat ~ 400 µm diameter PMMA (Fig. S10) and PES fibers (Fig. 15(b)). For all fiber samples tested we achieved successful tectomers-based fiber functionalization with SWCNH dahlias (Fig. S10(c, d) and (Fig. 14(e, f)), AuNP (Fig. 14(c, d) and Fig. S9 (b)), and MWCNT-COOH (Fig. 15(d)). It is worth noting that MWCNT-COOH poorly interacts with PES fabrics (Fig. 15(c)), due to electrostatic repulsions with abundant oxygen groups in PES. However, tectomer adhesive properties increase MWCNT-COOH immobilization (Fig. 15(d)). Electrical resistance measurements show that tectomer-mediated MWCNT-COOH coatings confer electrical conductivity to PES fabrics (electrical resistance values in the range of 10-90 MΩ, Fig. 15(f)), which makes it attractive for a variety of electronic textile applications. These results further highlight the enormous potential of tectomer coatings for the functionalization of different fiber materials, fiber architectures and fabrics.
Fig. 15. SEM image of a PES fabric (a) and of tectomer coatings on this fabric (b), showing that tectomers resist water washing procedures. SEM images of a PES fiber after direct immersion in a 1 mg·mL⁻¹ MWCNT-COOH dispersion (c), and after a two-step procedure, first coated with tectomers by immersion in 1 mg·mL⁻¹ oligoglycine solution, followed by impregnation in a 1 mg·mL⁻¹ MWCNT-COOH dispersion (d).
dispersion (d). Thus, the density of MWCNT-COOH on the fiber surface drastically increased when using tectomer adhesives. Two-probe electrical resistant measurements performed in PES fabrics of samples (e) and (f), showing that the water resistant tectomer-assisted MWCNT-COOH coatings in (d) provide electrical conductivity function to the fabric.

4. Conclusions

The versatile surface chemistry of tectomers has been successfully used here for efficient GO and rGO fiber functionalization. Tectomers act as supramolecular adhesive for nanomaterial and molecule immobilization on the GO fiber surface. Tectomer-based coatings exhibit remarkable water resistant properties, and provide additional fiber structural protection during functionalization procedures. The tectomer-assisted functionalization strategy described here was extended to PU/PEDOT:PSS, PMMA and PES fibers and fabrics, and can potentially be used for many substrates. The physicochemical properties and applications of the resulting coatings can be tailored on demand by choosing the appropriate nanomaterial or molecule. Thus, MWCNT-COOH/tectomer coatings provide electrical conductivity to insulating fibers, whereas the tectomer-mediated attachment of fluorescent molecules and drugs can impart imaging and therapeutic functions. Interestingly, tectomers can enhance the water dispersive properties of highly hydrophobic carbon nanomaterials such as SWCNH and CNC, assisting their chemical processing. A wide range of applications can be envisaged for tectomer-mediated functionalized fibers, fabrics and substrates such as for energy storage, sensor, imaging, biomedical and antimicrobial applications, in catalysis, and for electronic- and smart textiles.
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